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Local Nature

by Eric Dinerstein

Great Blue Heronosaur
While many of our locally breeding birds have
abandoned us to spend winter around the equator,
a few stalwarts remain behind. The most majestic
tall and weighing up to eight pounds, is pretty much
a can’t-miss sighting on the canal or the banks of
the Potomac, even for non-birders. As long as there
occasional blizzard.
Great blue herons have become so habituated to
strollers and joggers along the towpath that they

The great blue heron ranges widely across North
America and further south. It even comes in colors:
there is an all-white version (sometimes called
the great white heron), for example, that is found
throughout the Florida Keys. There is also an
intermediate model called Würdemann’s heron, also
resident in Margaritaville. Würdemann’s heron has
the head and neck of the great white and the back
end of a great blue.
Many species, like our great blue heron, feed at
night. Others hunt in daylight. Two of the most
striking members of the family, the black heron
of East Africa and the tri-colored heron of North

often with a harsh croak that sounds like disgust
What a breathtaking exit.
here and now to ponder: How far removed is
our local giant heron from the aerial dinosaurs
Jurassic World? The
massive wings, the long spear-like beak, the snakeheron practically shouts prehistoric.

dinosaur lineage. According to a new consensus
among paleontologists, modern birds like our
great blue heron, however, derive ultimately from
Archeopteryx,
had many reptilian features. So in this case, if the
paleontologists give us the leeway to call birds
modern-day dinosaurs.
Among the 64 species of herons and egrets
worldwide, ours is a contemporary monster. Only
two are larger, the Goliath heron of sub-Saharan
Africa and the white-bellied, a highly endangered
heron of Bhutan, numbering now less than 200
in the wild. I have been privileged to see both
and many others in my travels around the world.
As a family, herons are truly cosmopolitan. For
some reason still unknown to biologists, the
black-crowned night heron (see Village News for
November 2013) is found in almost every country
on Earth.
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Jurassic World’s skies are

Great Blue Heron

America, have a diabolical hunting technique to
to a safe spot in the shade under the faux-umbrella
created by the birds. Then the shade vanishes and
Some tropical herons toss bits of fruit and insects
Bait-and-switch and slight-of-wing are but two of
natural selection’s magical tricks.
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Update on Petunia the Pig

Just as storks and cranes have mythological
babies, the latter a symbol of happiness and eternal

Many Cabin Johners have fond memories of Petunia the pig (photo on p.
2), who shared our back yard in Cabin John in the 1990s.

viewed the heron as especially wise and a curious
and determined stalker. The Iroquois considered
a great blue heron sighting as a good omen for a
successful hunt.

Almost overnight, this cute piglet grew into a 150-pound sow who
provided hours of amusement to the children in the neighborhood. One

To those of us who hurry along in life, the great
blues we see wading patiently can serve as a simple
reminder: to slow down, pause, and look carefully
under the logs and stones of life. Of course, there
may be another explanation for why you see herons
standing still in the day time with their feet in the
water: they could simply be groggy, as they tend to
hunt at night.

Winters were a little tough, but with a heat lamp in her shed and a little
TLC every now and then, Petunia maintained her girlish charm (if not her

alone, away from others of its kind. In this they may
serve us as another reminder as well: being alone
much of the time is not the end of the world. After
all, great blue herons have been living in relative
isolation from one another for millions of years and
are still going strong.

pulling a wagon down the street.

free from almost any leash, especially when, in the spring, she would get it
up here on Seven Locks Road.” How on earth did these strangers get my
phone number?
homebodies. I did have to move, though, and I am thankful for the network
of pig sanctuaries that take in former pets.
For those of you in the area of Seven Locks Road and MacArthur
Boulevard who might occasionally wonder: Petunia is living happily ever
after in a sty at Porcinus Sanctum in Joppa, MD.
—Charles A. Bookman

MedGen Urgent Care
is proud to serve the
Cabin John Community.
Urgent Care Offers:
• Sick Visits
• Minor Procedures
• X-ray

• Labs
• Occupational Medicine
• Workers Comp

Pediatric Office
• Dr. Cheryl Altschuler, Pediatrician
and MedGen Chief Medical Officer
• Well checks, sick visits and after hours care

Find us on the Second Floor
of the Glen Echo Center, Suite 200
7307 MacArthur Blvd | Bethesda, MD 20816

Monday - Saturday 8am - 8pm
Sundays 12 Noon - 8pm
X-ray and Lab On Site

301-320-2100 | www.MedGenCare.com
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